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											Lose your glasses with Our Advanced Refractive Procedures
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											It’s the detail that makes the difference.
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			Locations

			Get world class eye care wherever you are.

			
									
						0+ Eye hospitals 

						

					

									
						0 Countries 

						

					

									
						A team of 0+ doctors

						

					

							

			Find a Eye hospital near you
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				International Patients

				Planning to travel to India for emergency eye care? Looking for a second opinion on your diagnosis? Our international team can help you with travel documentation for visas, travel planning and also guide you to comfortable accommodation options near our hospitals. We encourage you to send your reports and case history to us in advance, so that we can schedule appointments with the right specialists.

									Plan a Visit
							

		

		
			Our Specialities

			Combining exceptional knowledge and experience with the latest in
ophthalmic technology, we provide complete eye
care across multiple specialities. Read more about our deep expertise in
areas like cataract, refractive error correction with laser, glaucoma
management, squint and others. 
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										Cataract

										Over 20 lakh+ eyes treated									

									
										
											Cataracts are a common eye condition causing cloudiness in the lens, leading to blurred vision. We offer clear solutions.

										

										Learn more about Cataract
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											Glaucoma is a stealthy sight-stealer, is a disease that sneaks up on your eyes, stealing your sight slowly.

										

										Learn more about Glaucoma
									

								

							

						

											
							
								
									
										Diabetic Retinopathy

																			

									
										
											Diabetic Retinopathy is a condition where diabetes can harm your eyes over time. If unchecked, can lead to vision problems.

										

										Learn more about Diabetic Retinopathy
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										Refractive Surgery

																			

									
										
																																		Refractive surgery is a surgical procedure performed to correct the refractive error spectacle power of the eye It is usually...

																					

										Learn more about Refractive Surgery
									

								

							

						

											
							
								
									
										Paediatric Ophthalmology

																			

									
										
																																		Paediatric ophthalmology is a subspecialty of ophthalmology that concentrates on treating the various eye problems affecting children Studies show that...

																					

										Learn more about Paediatric Ophthalmology
									

								

							

						

											
							
								
									
										Neuro Ophthalmology

																			

									
										
																																		Neuro Ophthalmology is a specialty that concentrates on the neurological problems related to the eye Like we all know the...

																					

										Learn more about Neuro Ophthalmology
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							Team of over 500 highly experienced doctors

							When you visit any of our hospitals, you have the collective experience of over 400+ doctors backing your treatments. 
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							World class technology & technical team

							We are the pioneers when it comes to introducing the latest in Ophthalmic medical technology in India & Africa.
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							Personalized care

							One thing that has not changed in the last 60 years: individual, personalized care for everyone.
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							Thought leadership in Ophthalmology

							With numerous inventions and surgical techniques developed in-house, we are active contributors to the field of Ophthalmology. 
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							Unmatched hospital experience

							With well-trained and friendly staff members, smooth and seamless operations and strict adherence to COVID protocols, we aim to provide an unmatched hospital experience. Drop in and see the difference.

						

					

				

						

		

	



	
		Our Doctors

		Doctors in the spotlight

					
				
					
													
	
		
			
								
								
									Chairman of Clinical Board
							

			
								Dr. Ashvin Agarwal

				Executive Director, Chief of Clinical Services

					Cornea
	Glaucoma
	Cataract Surgery
	Refractive Surgery
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								Prof. Dr. Lional Raj D

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Tirunelveli

					Cataract
	Glaucoma
	Squint
	Retina
	Cornea
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							Book Appointment 
						Learn more about Prof. Dr. Lional Raj D
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Prof. Dr. MDK Ramalingam

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Trichy

					Cataract
	Glaucoma
	Cornea Transplantation
	Paediatric Ophthalmology
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						Learn more about Prof. Dr. MDK Ramalingam
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Dr. Sumanth Reddy J

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Tirupati

					Cataract
	Neuro Ophthalmology
	Medical Retina
	Vitreo-Retinal
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						Learn more about Dr. Sumanth Reddy J
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Dr. Ram S Mirlay

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Bangalore

					Cataract
	Paediatric Ophthalmology
	Refractive Surgery
	General Ophthalmology
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						Learn more about Dr. Ram S Mirlay
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Dr. Neera Kanjani

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Ahmedabad

					Glaucoma
	Cornea
	Refractive Surgery
	Phaco Refractive
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						Learn more about Dr. Neera Kanjani
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Dr. Nita A Shah

				Head - Clinical Services, Chembur

					Cataract
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	Refractive Surgery
	General Ophthalmology
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						Learn more about Dr. Nita A Shah
		

	


													
	
		
			
								
								
							

			
								Dr. Navratan Dhanuka

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Cuttack

					General Ophthalmology
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								Dr. Gaurav Arora

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Hyderabad
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								Dr. Archana S

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Bangalore
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								Dr. Sreepathi D K

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Bangalore
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	Paediatric Ophthalmology
	General Ophthalmology
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								Dr. Shanthi T

				Regional Head - Clinical Services, Tanjore
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																																					DSEK – The Advanced Stitch-Free Approach to Corneal Transplants
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													Home

												
												
													In the world of ophthalmology, advancements in surgical techniques have brought hope and clarity to those suffering from corneal endothelial...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					Is Cataract Surgery Painful?
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													Home

												
												
													Cataract surgery, one of the most common and successful medical procedures worldwide, often brings up a significant concern for many:...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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												Thursday, 28 Mar 2024

																																					Can Cataracts Be Treated Without Surgery
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													If you’ve ever experienced clouded vision or noticed gradual changes in your eyesight, you might be familiar with this common...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					Holi 2024: Effective Measures to Protect Your Eyes From Holi Colours
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													As we gear up for the festive fervour of Holi, it’s essential to remember that amidst the colourful chaos, our...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					Optimal Timing Between Cataract Surgeries on Each Eye
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													Are you ready to see the world through clearer lenses? Cataract surgery offers a ray of hope for those experiencing...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					Understanding Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty (DALK)
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													Let’s get into a journey to explore one of the most advanced procedures in ophthalmology – Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					YAG Laser Capsulotomy: Post-Cataract Surgery Treatment for Clear Vision
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													Home

												
												
													Welcome to a world of clear vision! If you’ve undergone cataract surgery, congratulations on your journey towards renewed sight. However,...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					Understanding Symptoms, Differences, and Coping Strategies of Glaucoma and Cataracts
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													In the realm of eye health, conditions like glaucoma and cataracts can significantly impact vision and overall quality of life....

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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																																					How To Treat Glaucoma and Its Comparison With Cataracts?
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													Glaucoma is a serious eye condition that affects the optic nerve, leading to vision loss and potentially blindness if left...

												

											

										

										
											read full article
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							Femtosecond Cataract Surgery for Crystal-Clear Vision  - Dr. Hijab Mehta
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							Transform Your Vision with Smile LASIK Surgery: See the World, Share Your Smile - Dr. Hijab Mehta
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							Contoura Surgery - no blade, no touch, no cut |  Dr. Nita Shah
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							What is ICL Surgery? | What's the procedure for ICL or Phakic Lens Implantation? | Dr. Prabhakar
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							Keratoplasty and Corneal Transplant: What they are and how they are treated | Dr.Nalini Mahendraker
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							Different Diagnosis for glaucoma | Dr Agarwal's Eye Hospitals
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							Common questions regarding Lasik | Dr Agarwals Eye Hospitals
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							What are the symptoms and treatments for diabetic retinopathy? | Dr Agarwal's Eye Hospitals
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							Insights in Vision: Dr. Rani Porselvi | Expertise in Glaucoma & Refractive Surgery
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							Eye Problems in Children | Eye care tips | Eye protection for children | Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Do you need to wear glasses after Cataract Surgery? | Best lens to choose | Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Age related Macular Degeneration | Diagnosis | Treatments available | Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							How safe is LASIK Surgery | Benefits of LASIK | Advanced technologies at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							How to choose the best Intraocular Lens (IOL) for Cataract Surgery | Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							When can you resume to your daily work life after Lasik Surgery. - Dr. Nita Shah.
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							Is the Lasik Procedure Painful ? | Dr. Nita Shah at Dr. Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							What is Lasik ?  Can everyone opt for LASIK ? | Dr. Nita Shah at Dr. Agarwal's Eye Hospital
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							Contoura Lasik Surgery Procedures - Dr. Nita Shah at Dr. Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Cataract Eye Surgery and the Types of Lenses - Dr. Pankaj Asawa at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Glaucoma - A Major Cause of Blindness - Dr.Ashis Gosh at Dr Agarwal's Eye Hospitals
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							Safety, Recovery & the Effects post Cataract Surgery- Dr. Pankaj Asawa at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospitals
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							What is Cataract and when a Cataract Surgery should be performed - Dr.Pankaj Asawa
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							Femto Second LASIK Procedure by Dr. Vandana Jain at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Glaucoma Diagnosis and Treatment -  Dr. Rajesh Mishra Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							LASIK Eye Surgery | Different Types of LASIK - Dr Vandana Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							Recent Developments in Cataract Surgery - Dr  Vinayak at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							SMILE LASIK  Procedure with Dr. Vandana Jain at Dr Agarwals Eye Hospital
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							What are the pre-op and post-op requisites for cataract surgery? | Doctor Speaks | Dr. Nisha Sinha
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						Contact Us

						We'd love to hear from you. For feedback, queries or help with booking appointments, please get in touch.
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							Registered Office, Chennai

1st & 3rd Floor, Buhari Towers, No.4, Moores Road, Off Greams Road, Near Asan Memorial School, Chennai – 600006, Tamilnadu

Registered Office, Mumbai

Mumbai Corporate Office: No 705, 7th Floor, Windsor, Kalina, Santacruz (East), Mumbai – 400098.
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								08048193411
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								info@dragarwal.com
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